MARVIN'S ROOM

By Scott McPherson

March 10 -26, 1994

Director/Set Designer – John Gibson

Production Stage Manager – Lois D. Tucker

Costume Designer – Corey Jo Lloyd

Sound Designer – Joel Hailey

Assistant Lighting Designer – Patrick Reed

Assistant Sound Designer – Gate Pratt

Producers – Will Kerner, John Gibson

Master Carpenter – Gary Davenport

Properties – Sharon Greenwald

Light Board Technician – Patrick Reed

Assistant Stage Manager – Alice Reed

Assistant Producer – Joe Barker

CAST

BESSION – Cynthia Burke

DR. WALLY – Arthur Williamson

RUTH – Linda C. Yerina

MARVIN – Champe Ransom

BOB – Brian Rust

LEE – Geri Schirmer

DR. CHARLOTTE – Ginger McCarthy

HANK – Eric Breeden
CHARLIE – Taylor Barnett

RETIREMENT HOME DIRECTOR – Ginger McCarthy

CARTOON CHARACTER – Brian Rust